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Abstract 
Topp, J. and L. Volkmann, On graphs wi',h equal domination and independent domination 
number, Discrete Mathematics 96 (1991) 75-80. 
Allan and Laskar have shown that Kt.s-free graphs are graphs with equal domination and 
independent domination umbers. In this paper new classes of graphs with equal domination 
and independent domination umbers are presented. In particular, the result of Allan and 
Laskar is generalized. 
Our notation generally follows that used in [3]. We denote the vertex set and 
the edge set of a graph G by V(G) and E(G), respectively. If X ~_ V(G) then [X] 
is the induced subgraph of G with the vertex set X. For a vertex x of G, N(x) 
denotes the set of all vertices adjacent o x in G and A/(x) = N(x) U {x}. More 
generally, N(X) = Ux~xN(x) a~d /V(X) = N(X) UX for a non-empty subset X 
of V(G). 
A set D = V(G) is a dominating set of G if N(o)ND =/=0 for every 
v c V(G) - D. A set 1 ~ V(G) is an independent set of G if N(v) 131 = 0 for every 
ve l .  A set I~V(G)  is an independert dominating set of G if 1 is both an 
independent and domi~lating set. The following proposition characterizes minimal 
dominating sets in graphs. 
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Propositioa [6], A dom#tating set D of a graph G is mh~imal if and only if for 
each d r: D either (i) N(d)f)D = 0 or (ii) there exists c e V(G) -  D such that 
N(c) n O = {d}. 
A set X ~_ V(G) is called an irredundant set of G if for each x c X either (i) 
N(x) N X = ~ or (ii) d~ere exists y ~ V(G) - X such that N(y) f'l X = {x}. The 
cardinality of a minimum dominating set of a graph G is called the domination 
number of G and is denoted by y(G). The cardinality of a minimum independent 
dominating set of a graph G is called the independent domination umber of G 
and is denoted by i(G). Finally, the minimum cardinality of a maximal 
irredundant set of a graph G is called the irredundance number of G and is 
denoted by ir(G). 
The above definitions and the proposition imply that if(G)~< 7(G)~ i(G) for 
every graph G. Hedetniemi and Mitchell [5] proved that the line graph L(T) of a 
tree T satisfies 7(L(T))= i(L(T)). Allan and Laskar [1] showed that if G does 
not have an induced subgraph isomorphic to g l ,3 ,  then y(G)= i(G). From this 
they deduced that for any graph G, 7(L(G)) = i(L(G)) and y(M(G)) = i(M(G)), 
where L(G) and M(G) is the line graph and the middle graph of G, respectively. 
Recently Hararv and Livingston [4] characterized trees T with y(T)=i(T) .  
Favaron [2] has proved that, if G contains no induced subgraph isomorphic to 
Ki.3 or to H (with the vertex set V (H)= {v~ . . . . .  v7} and the edge set 
E(G) = {viv~+l: i = 1 . . . . .  6} O {vsvs}), then ir(G) = y(G) = i(G). The aim of 
this paper is to present new classes of graphs with equal ~lomination and 
independent domination numbers. In particular, the main result of [1] is 
ge~eralized. 
The main result of this paper is the following theorem. 
Theorem. If a graph G contains no induced subgraph isomorphic to one of the 
graphs Hi . . . . .  Hlo in Fig. 1, then 7(G) = i(G). 
ProoL Assume that none of the graphs H~ . . . . .  HI6 is an induced subgraph of 
G. We will show that 7(G)= i(G). Since y(G)<~i(G), it is sufficient o prove 
that in G there is a minimum dominating set which is independent, that is, there 
exists an independent dominating set of the cardinality y(G). Suppose to the 
contrary that each minimum dominating set of G is not independent. Let Do be a 
minimum dominating set of G such that e([Do]) is the minimum number taken 
over all minimum dominating sets of G, where e([X]) denotes the number of 
edges in the subgraph induced by X ~_ V(G). Take two adjacent vertices xi, x2 
from D. and the sets 
I ,={vEV(G) -Do:N(v)NDo={x i}}  (i = 1, 2), 
and 
ll.2 = {v e V (G) - Do: N(v) N Do = {xl, x2}}. 
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Since every minimum dominating set is minimal, it follows from Proposition that 
the sets 11, 12 are nonempty and disjoint. We derive contradictions in two cases. 
Case 1: For i = 1 or 2, there exists a vertex vi ~ li such that Ii c IV(vi). 
Then, it is easy to see, the set DI = (D0--{xi})t0 {v~} (for i=  1 or 2) is a 
minimum dominating set of G and e([Dl])< e([D0]), contradicting the choice of 
D0. 
Case 2: For i = 1, 2 and every y ~ li, li 4: iV(y). 
Then in I~ (i = 1, 2) there are non-adjacent vertices. Let vl, v2 and ul, u2 be 
non-adjacent vertices from /1 and /2, respectively. From the fact that the 
subgraph [{xl, x2, vl, v2, ul, u2}] is not isomorphic to Ha it follows that there 
exist v ~ {or, v2} _/1 and u ~ {ul, U2} (Z l 2 such that vu ~ E(G) .  
We now claim that /1 to l2 =/~/({v, u}) if v E 11, u e 12 and vu ~ E(G) .  For if 
not, then there exist vertices Vo e 11 and Uo ~ lz such that vouo ~ E(G)  and the set 
(/1 tO 12) - ,~({Vo, uo}) is not empty. Without loss of generality we may assume 
that 11 -/Q({vo, uo}) 4: 0. Take any vertex 0 from 11 -/V({vo, uo}) and any vertex 
fi from lz - i~l(uo). Then, since xlxz,  x lvo,  XlO, X2Uo, x2fi e E(G)  and vouo, vof), 
uoCt, uoO ~ E(G) ,  the induced subgraph [{xl, xz, vo, f2, uo, fi}] of G is isomorphic 
to one of the graphs l-/1, H2, /43, a contradiction. This contradiction shows that 
11 to 12 =/V({v, u}) whenever v ~ 11, u ~ 12 and vu ~ E(G) .  
Next we show that there exist vertices Vo ~ 11, Uo ~ lz such that vouo ¢~ E(G)  and 
l l . zcN({vo ,  Uo}). Suppose to the contrary that the set I 1 .2 -N({v ,  u}) is not 
empty for every v ~ 11, u e 12 if vu ~ E(G) .  It is easy to see that for non-adjacent 
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vertices v ~ 11, u ~12 and for any vertices 0 e I1-.g/(v) and t~ e 12- ~l(u), the 
subgraph A = [{xl, x2, v, 0, u, fi}] is isomorphic to one of the graphs A1, A2 in 
Fig. 2, as otherwise A would be isomorphic to one of the forbidden graphs H1, 
//2, H3. We distinguish two subcases. 
Subcase 2.1: A is isomorphic to A1. 
Then for any x e 11, 2 - N({v, u}), the subgraph [V(A) U {x}] is isomorphic to 
Hs+i if I{0, t~} n N(x)l = i (i = 0, 1, 2), a contradiction. 
Subcase 2.2: A is isomorphic to A2. 
First let us observe that if there exists a vertex X e l l . z - (N({v ,  u})U 
N({0, fi})), then the subgraph [V(A) U {x}] is isomorphic to /-/8, contradicting 
the hypothesis of the theorem. Thus assume that the set 11.2-(N({v, u})O 
N({O, fi})) is empty. Since the sets 11, 2 -N({v ,  u}) and 11, 2 - -N({0 ,  fi}) are not 
empty and 11.2 = N({v, u}) U N({0, fi}), the sets (Ii,z - N({v, u})) N N({0, fi}) 
and (l~.2-N({'O, f i} ) )nN({v ,  u}) are non-empty and disjoint. For Y e(I1.2- 
N({v, u})) n N({0, fi}) and z e (11.2 - N({0, fi})) nN({v,  u}) we consider the 
subgraph [V(A) U {y, z}]. It is easy to see that [V(A) U {y, z}] is isomorphic to 
one of the graphs [-/9 . . . . .  H12 (H13 . . . . .  //16, resp.) if yz ~ E(G) (yz • E(G), 
resp.). Again, we have obtained a contradiction to the hypothesis of the theorem 
and we therefore henceforth suppose that there exist vertices v e 11, u e 12 such 
that vu ~ E(G) and IL2 c N({v, u}). 
The proof may now be completed. It follows from the above established 
observations that there exist vertices v • Ii, u •12 such that vu ¢~ E(G) and 
!l U 12 U IL2 c/V({v, u}). Then consider the set D~ = (Do-  {Xl, x2}) O {v, u}. Let 
x ~ V(G) - D1 = P U R, where 
P = V(G) - (Do tO 11 O 12 U 11.2) and R = (11 tO/2 U 11.2 tO {xl, x2}) - {v, u}. 
The fact that Do is a dominating set of G and the definitions of the sets 11, 12, and 
IL2 imply that N(x) n (Do - {x~, x2}) :/: 0 and, therefore, N(x) n DI 4:0 for each 
x e P. From the choice of the vertices v and u we have N(x) n {v, u} =/=0 for each 
x e tL Hencc D~ is a dominating set of G. Since IDl l  = IDol and N({v, u}) N D1 = 
0, Dl is a minimum dominating set of G with e([Dd)< e([D0]). Again, we have 
obtained a coptradiction with the choice of Do. This contradiction completes the 
proof. [] 
From the previous theorem the following results are olz iained. 
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Corollary 1. Let G be a graph without triangles. If G contains no induced 
subgraph isomorphic to one of the four graphs Hi, 1-12, H3, 1t4 in Fig. 1, then 
y(G) =i(G). 
ProoL If G is without triangles, then clearly it contains no induced subgraph 
isomorphic to one of the graphs/-/5 . . . . .  H~6 (see Fig. 1) and the result follows 
from Theorem. [] 
Corollary 2. If a graph G has no induced subgraph isomorphic to one of the six 
graphs 1"11, 1t2, I-t~, 1"14, A j, A2 (see Figs'. 1 and 2), then y(G) = i(G). 
Proof. The result is immediate from Theorem, since G does not have an induced 
subgraph isomorphic to one of the graphs H5 . . . . .  HI6 if it does not have an 
induced subgraph isomorphic to A~ or A2. [] 
Corollary 3. If G is a graph in which no two induced subgraphs i omorphic to K~,3 
have a common edge and different centers, then T(G) = i(G). 
Proof. Under these conditions on G, none of the graphs H~ . . . . .  Hi6 is an 
induced subgraph of G and the result follows from Theorem. [] 
The next two results are immediate from Corollary 3. 
Corollary 4 [1]. If G is a graph which does not have an induced subgraph 
isomorphic to KI,3, then ~,(G) = i(G). 
For the next corollary we need the following definition. The subdivision graph 
S(G) of a graph G is a graph with the property that a one-to-one correspondence 
can be made between its vertices and the elements of G such that two vertices of 
S(G) are adjacent if and only if the corresponding elements of G are an edge and 
an incident vertex. In other words, S(G) is a graph obtained from G by inserting 
a new vertex on each edge of G. 
Corollary 5. For any graph G, y(S(G)) = i(S(G)), where S(G) is the subdivision 
graph of G. 
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